It is shown that if /-"(z) is a rational function of degree«such that/-"(0) = 1, lim|2|_,oc|i'"(z)|=0 and all its poles lie in |í1|^|z|^lthenmax|2|=p<|r1||rn(z)|^l/(l-p").
If rJz) is a rational function of «th degree can be estimated nontrivially from below in the maximal regularity circle around z0 exclusively byp, \rn(z0)\, p, n and by the maximum distance of z0 from the poles. Here we obtain the sharp lower bound for (4) lk"IL.,..p= max |r"(z0 + pé«)\. The condition (2) is automatically satisfied in the important special case when rn(z) is the logarithmic derivative of a polynomial 7rn(z) of degree n with all zeros in the unit disk; hence Theorem 1 gives a lower bound for maX|2|=p|77^(z)/77"(z)| depending on |7r^(0)/Tr"(0)|, p, n. However, we show that in this case there is a lower bound which is independent of |7r^(0)/7rm(0)|. In fact, we prove Theorem 2. Let the zeros £,, l,2, ■ ■ • , £" of the polynomial trn(z) of degree n be such that 0<\lx\<=\U^-■ "álLl^l-Then for 0<¿p<\£,x\
The example n*(z)=l-zn shows that (8) A2znp»-ll(l-p»).
